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This book on the Strength Of Materials deals with the basic principles of the
subject.All topics have been introduced in a simple manner. The book has been
written mainly in the M.K.S. system of units.The book has beenprepared to suit
the requirements of students preparing for A.M.I.E. degree anddiploma
examinations in engineering. The chapters Shear Forces and BendingMoments ,
Stresses in Beams, Masonry Dams and Retaining Walls , Fixed andContinuous
Beams and Columns and Struts: have been enlarged. Problems have been
takenfrom A.M.I.E. and various university examinations. This editioncontains
hundreds of fully solved problems besides many problems set for exerciseat the
end of each chapter.
The present book on Elements of Mechanical Engineering is meant for the
engineering students of all branches at their first year level.It covers the new
syllabus of panjab Technical University,Jalandhar.However,it shall be useful to
students of other Universities also.The book covers the basic principles of
Thermodynamics,zeroth law of Thermodynamics and the concept of temperature
in the first chapter.
Strength of Materials deals with the study of the effect of forces and moments on
the deformation of a body. This book follows a simple approach along with
numerous solved and unsolved problems to explain the basics followed by
advanced concepts such as three dimensional stresses, the theory of simple
bending, theories of failure, mechanical properties, material testing and
engineering materials.
The second edition of Strength of Materials is a comprehensive textbook
specially designed to meet the requirements of undergraduate students of civil
engineering as also mechanical engineering. -For B.E./B.Tech. students of Anna and Other Technical Universities of India
The entire bookhas been throughly revised and a large number of solved examples
under heading Additional/Typical Worked Examples (Questions selected from various
Universities and Competitive Examinations)have been added at the end of the book.
A comprehensive and lucidly written book, “Strength of Materials” captures the syllabus
of most major Indian Universities and competitive examinations as well. The book
discusses everything under solids and its mechanics (such as providing different
aspects of stresses) and provides the reader with a deeper interest in the subject – all
within aptly formed chapters. It also contains typical examples (useful for students
appearing in competitive examinations in particular and other students in general),
highlights, objective type questions and a large number of unsolved examples for a
complete grasp of the subject.
Strength of Materials is an important subject in engineering in which concept of load
transfer in a structure is developed and method of finding internal forces in the
members of the structure is taught. This book is written strictly as per West Bengal
polytechnic syllabus. The subject is developed systematically, using good number of
figures and simple English. At the end of each chapter a set of problems are presented
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with answer so that the students can check their ability to solve problems. To enhance
the ability of students to answer semester and examinations a set of descriptive type, fill
in the blanks type, identifying true/ false type and multiple choice questions are also
presented. Key Features • 100% coverage of new syllabus • Emphasis on practice of
numerical for guaranteed success in exams • Lucidity and simplicity maintained
throughout • Nationally acclaimed author of over 40 books
Engineers need to be familiar with the fundamental principles and concepts in materials and
structures in order to be able to design structurers to resist failures. For 4 decades, this book
has provided engineers with these fundamentals. Thoroughly updated, the book has been
expanded to cover everything on materials and structures that engineering students are likely
to need. Starting with basic mechanics, the book goes on to cover modern numerical
techniques such as matrix and finite element methods. There is also additional material on
composite materials, thick shells, flat plates and the vibrations of complex structures. Illustrated
throughout with worked examples, the book also provides numerous problems for students to
attempt. New edition introducing modern numerical techniques, such as matrix and finite
element methods Covers requirements for an engineering undergraduate course on strength of
materials and structures
“A Textbook of Heat and Mass Transfer” is a comprehensive textbook for the students of
Mechanical Engineering and a must-buy for the aspirants of different entrance examinations
including GATE and UPSC. Divided into 4 parts, the book delves into the subject beginning
from Basic Concepts and goes on to discuss Heat Transfer (by Convection and Radiation) and
Mass Transfer. The book also becomes useful as a question bank for students as it offers
university as well as entrance exam questions with solutions.
The book systematically develops the concepts and principles essential for understanding the
subject. The difficulties usually faced by new engineering students have been taken care of
while preparing the book. A large number of numerical problems have been selected from
university and competitive examination papers and question banks, properly graded, solved
and arranged in various chapters. The present book has been divided in five parts: * TwoDimensional Force System * Beams and Trusses * Moment of Inertia * Dynamics of Rigid
Body * Stress and Strain Analysis The highlights of the book are. * Comparison tables and
illustrative drawings * Exhaustive question bank on theory problems at the end of every
chapter * A large number of solved numerical examples * SI units used throughout
This book, written by specialists in the area of solid mechanics, presents the fundamentals of
deformable solids in a logical and cogent manner. Illustrative cases and worked examples are
added to familiarize the student with problems encountered in engineering practice.

This seventh edition of Soil Mechanics, widely praised for its clarity, depth of
explanation and extensive coverage, presents the fundamental principles of soil
mechanics and illustrates how they are applied in practical situations. Worked
examples throughout the book reinforce the explanations and a range of
problems for the reader to solve provide further learning opportunities.
First Edition 2012; Reprints 2013, Second Revised Edition 2014 I. The Textbook
entitled "Non- Conventional Energy Sources and Utilisation" has been written
especially for the courses of B.E./B. Tech. for all Technical Universities of India.
II. It deals exhaustively and symmetrically various topics on "Non -Conventional
Renewable and Conventional Energy and Systems." III.. Salient Features of the
book: • Subject matter has been prepared in lucid, direct and easily
understandable style. • Simple diagrams and worked out examples have been
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given wherever necessary. • At the end of each chapter, Highlights, Theoretical
Questions, Unsolved examples have been added to make this treatise a
complete comprehensive book on the subject. In this edition, the book has been
thoroughly revised and a new Section on "SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS" has
been added to make the book still more useful to the students.
The book has been throughly revised.Several new articles have been
added,specifically,in chapters in mortar ,Concrete ,Paint:Varnishes,Distempers
and Antitermite treatmant to make the book to still more comprehensive and a
useful unit for the students preparing for the examination in the subject.
This book which deals with the various topics in the subject of Strength of
Materials exhaustively. It present the subject-matter in a lucid, direct and easily
understandable style. A large number of worked out simple, moderate and
difficult problems are arranged in a systematic manner to enable the students to
grasp the subject effectively, from examination point of view. The book comprises
of 18 chapters (including advance topics) covering the syllabi in the subject of
"Strength of Materials" of all the Indian Universities and Competitive
Examinations as well. It contains Experiments at the end of the chapters to
enable the students to have an access to the practical aspects of the subject.
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS(mechanics of Solids).Essentials of Strength of Materials
[Concise Edition]S. Chand Publishing
"Mechanical Engineering Principles offers a student-friendly introduction to core engineering
topics that does not assume any previous background in engineering studies, and as such can
act as a core textbook for several engineering courses. Bird and Ross introduce mechanical
principles and technology through examples and applications rather than theory. This
approach enables students to develop a sound understanding of the engineering principles
and their use in practice. Theoretical concepts are supported by over 600 problems and 400
worked answers.The new edition will match up to the latest BTEC National specifications and
can also be used on mechanical engineering courses from Levels 2 to 4"-We take an opportunity to present 'Material Science'to the students of A.M.I.E.(I)Diploma
stream in particular,and other engineering students in general.he object of this book is to
present the subject matter in a most concise,compact,to the point and lucis manner.While
preparing the book,we have constantly kept in mind the requirments of A.M.I.E(I)
students,regarding the latest trend of their examination.To make it really useful for the
A.M.I.E.(I) students,the solutions of their complete examination has been written in an easy
style,with full detail and illustrations.
This treatise on Engineering Materials and Metallurgy contains comprehensive treatment of the
matter in simple,lucid and direct language and envelopes a large number of figures which
reinforce the text in the most efficient and effective way.The book comprise five
chapters(excluding basic concepts)in all and fully and exhaustively covers the syllabus in the
above mentioned subject of 4th.Semester Mechnical,Production,Automobile Engineering and
2nd semester Mechnical disciplines of Anna University.
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